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INTRODUCTION 
Body segment parameters (BSPs) must be established for kinematics to be accurately 
generated from a movement. BSPs include the segmental masses, centers of mass (CM), and 
radii of gyration (k). Braune and Fischer (1889) first documented BSP's from the direct 
measurement of cadaver segments. This approach remained in use through the 1960's as 
additional BSP data sets were reported (Dempster (1955), and Dempster, Gabel, and Felts, 
(1959), Clauser, McConville, and Young (1969), Chandler, Clauser, Mcconville, Reynolds 
and Young (1975)). Recently, medical imaging techniques provided the ability to record 
these values using live subjects (Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov, 1983). 
A critical issue addressed in these studies was the definition of segment endpoints. 
Typically CM and k locations were defined relative to bony landmarks as segment endpoints 
to better match common anthropometric measurements. Contrary to this, in kinematic 
analysis it is useful to relate segment endpoints to joint centers to assure correct angular 
values. Kinematic information may contain errors if an investigator defines segments with 
endpoints identified by the joints while anthropometrics are determined from bony 
landmarks. Because the need exists for good descriptions of each segment's endpoints, 
contemporary investigators have made adjustments to BSP data sets so that segment lengths 
were related to joint centers instead of bony landmarks (de Leva, 1996a, 1996b; Hinrichs, 
1990). 
Often, surface markers are placed on the skin at a bony landmark to approximate the 
joint center location. Since the joint center is considered to be the segment's endpoint, the 
coordinates of the surface marker's location must be adjusted to represent the true joint 
center. In two-dimensional (2-D) analysis, this adjustment is not always necessary, but for 
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three-dimensional (3-D) analysis surface marker locations must be adjusted to represent joint 
centers for accurate kinematic description. For this reason, knowledge of surface marker 
placement relative to the joint center is vital to obtaining accurate segment lengths so that 
BSPs may be applied ac<?urately. Once accurate kinematic data have been generated, an 
inverse dynamics approach can be used to estimate the forces and moments that cause a 
motion. 
In the laboratory, accuracy is best controlled by establishing consistent surface 
marker locations for each joint. Consistent marker location thus becomes crucial for 
reliability and reproducibility of results. It is for this reason that many studies have tried to 
locate the true joint center in relation to certain bony landmarks. For example, the hip joint 
center (HJC) has often been expressed relative to the greater trochanter (Andriacchi, 
Andersson, Fermier, Stern & Galante, 1980; Andriacchi, Galante & Fermier, 1982; 
Andriacchi & Strickland, 1983; Tylkowski, Simon & Mansour, 1982; Cappozzo, 1984; 
Laskin, 1984; Bell, Pedersen & Brand, 1989, 1990; Delp & Maloney, 1993; Seidel, 
Marchinda, Dijkers & Souta-Little, 1995). In these studies the hip is assumed to behave as a 
pin-joint with a fixed center of rotation (i.e. ball-and-socket or true hinge), so the HJC would 
not change its location relative to the greater trochanter. The assumption of pin-joint 
behavior has inherent error since the HJC does not remain fixed relative to the greater 
trochanter. Accuracy of the predicted HJC to within two centimeters of the actual HJC has 
been accepted in the literature. However, the benefit of assuming pin-joint behavior to 
establish a consistent marker location outweighs the shortcomings of the method. 
Another joint that is commonly assumed to behave in a pin-joint fashion is the 
shoulder joint. Comparatively, few studies have focused on locating the center of the 
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shoulder joint relative to a bony landmark. This could be due in part to the complex motions 
of the shoulder (Van der Helm, 1992), but most likely the influence of the soft tissue 
encapsulating the shoulder joint is what has the greatest effect on consistent surface marker 
placement. The greater tubercle of the humerus can not be used as the rigid landmark for the 
shoulder joint center (SJC) as the greater trochanter is for the hip, due to its being covered by 
a greater amount of soft tissue. This leaves the shoulder joint without a rigid proximal bony 
landmark to which a surface marker may be attached. 
An accepted technique for locating the SJC throughout a planar motion is to manually 
digitize its 2-D location. This technique is subjective and depends highly on the experience 
and knowledge of the person digitizing the video. Another drawback to 2-D analysis with 
the shoulder is that the shoulder rarely moves in only one plane. It is also possible to 
accomplish 3-D analysis where multiple camera views are manually digitized throughout the 
entire motion, but this is a time-consuming process, particularly when a large number of 
segment endpoints are to be digitized. Such investigations are often limited to small sample 
sizes. 
One way to economize data collection is to use real-time motion analysis software 
that tracks and automatically digitizes surface markers representing each segment endpoint of 
the subject. This process allows 3-D analysis without requiring investigators to manually 
digitize several camera views. In order for real-time motion analysis software to accurately 
locate joint centers, reliable locations must exist for surface markers. The proximal humerus 
lacks a bony landmark for surface marker placement. If real-time 3-D analysis is to be 
utilized for the upper extremity, an accurate SJC location needs to be determined by a surface 
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marker or set of markers that can be reliably placed on the upper extremity and remain 
visible to multiple cameras. 
To date, only two methods have been developed for locating the SJC in real-time. 
One method developed by Meskers, van der Helm, Rozendaal and Rozing (1998), utilized 
prediction equations to locate SJC relative to five points on the scapula. These prediction 
equations were generated from spatial data obtained from 18 cadaver shoulders. Another set 
of 18 cadaver shoulders was used as validation of the prediction equations. A 6-degree of 
freedom (DOF) electromagnetic tracking device was then used for in vivo error estimation of 
the prediction method. This technique was shown to be accurate in a highly controlled 
elevation movement, but there was no evidence to suggest that this method could be easily 
implemented in a free moving, dynamic setting where the shoulder experiences more 
complex, multi-planar movements. In addition when visible surface markers are to be used 
for tracking, Meskers et al' s method would not be feasible due to scapular motion beneath 
the skin. 
A second method, initially developed for the study of pitching kinematics, used the 
acromion process of the scapula as a bony landmark reference for the SJC (Fleisig, 1994). 
This technique has several significant limitations associated with it. For instance, a large 
number of cameras positioned for optimal viewing angles of the acromion marker would be 
required. It is conceivable that given enough cameras, the acromion marker would be visible 
often enough throughout the motion to interpolate any gaps in data when the marker would 
be hidden from view. However, with the extreme range of motion seen in the pitching 
activity, significant gaps in the data could be expected to occur, thus producing a higher 
chance for interpolation error. Another limitation with this technique is the assumption that 
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the acromion is rigid in relation to the SJC. The shoulder girdle is known to behave in a 
peculiar fashion due to the scapula's ability to rotate in all three planes, distinct from the 
humerus, throughout the shoulder's motion. If the shoulder girdle is known to behave in 
such a manner, then the acromion process cannot be used as an accurate marker for reference 
when locating the SJC during active upper extremity motion. 
Another weakness in Fleisig's method lies in how the vector that described the SJC 
location relative to the acromion was predicted. The direction and magnitude of the vector 
were calculated and averaged across the entire pitching motion of three subjects. These 
average directions and magnitudes were then averaged across the three subjects and applied 
as predictive values for locating the SJC in the study. The doubly averaged direction and 
magnitude were then used to locate the SJC throughout the pitching motion. A sample size 
of three has limited predictive strength. Similarly the direction and magnitude of the 
described vector cannot be assumed to remain unchanged throughout the pitching motion, 
especially between individual subjects. 
Statement of Purpose 
Therefore, the need exists for development of a valid and reliable method to locate the SJC 
from a skin-mounted marker or set of markers such that error due to gaps in data or skin 
motion is minimized. The method should be easily reproducible in a real-time laboratory 
setting so that data may be collected on larger samples in a timely fashion. The purpose of 
the study was to develop a technique for defining SJC location from distal bony landmarks of 
the humerus. It was hypothesized that the predicted SJC location would not be significantly 
different from that determined by manually digitizing video of a frontal plane 
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abduction/adduction task. Also, the predicted SJC location would not differ significantly 
from that determined by manually digitizing video of a sagittal plane flexion/extension task. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A brief account of the relevant events in the history of anthropometry will be given 
followed by a discussion of the purpose behind estimating joint centers. Advances in the 
general search for joint center estimation methods will be highlighted before the specific 
methods developed for the hip joint are discussed. Finally, two current methods for 
estimating the center of the shoulder joint will be outlined and the strengths and weaknesses 
discussed in detail. 
Anthropometry 
Braune and Fischer (1889) were the first investigators to successfully determine 
centers of mass for the whole body as well as each of its segments. Previous attempts at 
determining the center of mass for the human body yielded poor results due to inadequate 
freezing techniques. Braune and Fischer measured four separate cadavers frozen in 
anatomical position. All segments were isolated by sectioning through the joint rather than. 
by disarticulating the joints themselves. fu the early part of this century these studies were 
utilized as the only reliable source for accurate data on segmental centers of mass of the 
body. Dempster (1955), and Dempster, et al. (1959) conducted cadaver studies at Wright 
Patterson Air Force Base for a sample of anthropometrics to be used in the considerations for 
space capsule cockpit and space suit design. Their studies provided segment lengths, 
estimated joint centers (relative to bony landmarks), and body segment parameters. The 
early investigations into body segment parameters focused on simply establishing valid 
techniques for defining segment lengths and mass-inertial properties. Clauser, et al. (1969) 
sectioned, weighed and measured 13 cadavers using bony landmarks that did not necessarily 
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coordinate with the joint centers. Chandler, et al. (1975) approximated joint centers relative 
to the same bony landmarks in their measurement of inertial parameters on a sample of six 
cadavers (mean age: 54 yr). Weaknesses in these studies included small sample sizes and 
that all samples were elderly cadavers, which were most likely affected by pathologies. The 
strength of these studies was a greater measurement accuracy. 
In recent years researchers have used gamma ray scanning to measure BSPs on living 
subjects (Zatsiorsky and Seluyanov, 1983; Zatsiorsky, Seluyanov, and Chegunova 1990). In 
comparison to the small sample sizes of Chandler et al. 's (1975) and Clauser et al. 's (1969) 
studies, Zatsiorsky et al. measured 100 males (23.8 ± 6.2 yrs) and 15 females (19.0 ± 4.0 
yrs). All of the subjects were college-age athletes involved in the physical education 
program of their particular university. Their study referenced segment centers of mass (CM) 
and segment lengths to bony landmarks instead of joint centers. One concern with this 
technique was the risk of exposure to radiation. Although the researchers stated that 
radiation dosage to the subject was well below a permissible limit, the gamma-ray scanning 
method has not become common practice. The main limitation of this data set is that it was 
population specific but compared to the populations measured by Dempster (1955), 
Dempster et al. (1959), Clauser et al. (1969), and Chandler et al. (1975), the use of a larger 
. sample of a younger, more active and healthier population is preferred. 
Adjustments to BSP' s 
It is important to use joint centers as segment endpoints so that whole-body motion 
may be studied using pin-joint modeling. Pin-joint modeling assumes that smooth, 
monocentric pin joints (i.e. true hinge or ball-and-socket joints) can represent all joints. If for 
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each joint a geometrical center is assumed which maintains a fixed 3-D location relative to 
both segments of the joint, then joint centers can easily be used as endpoints for kinematic 
calculation. Since the cadaver BSP studies all used external bony landmarks as segment 
endpoints, the contemporary trend towards using joint centers has required subsequent 
adjustments to the initial data sets of the above contributors. In some cases, differences in 
segment lengths ranged from 30-50 mm. Hinrichs (1990) made adjustments to Clauser et 
al. 's (1969) data sets so that the center of mass proportions may also be directly applied to 
segments with joint centers as endpoints rather than bony landmarks. Zatsiorsky et al. 's 
(1990) data have been adjusted by de Leva (1996a) to reference CM positions and radii of 
gyration for each segment to the joint centers rather than bony landmarks (see Table 1). 
Chandler et al. 's data (1975) were also adjusted by de Leva (1996b), who computed the 
longitudinal positions of joint centers in reference to the bony landmarks used previously, for 
common application in a greater number of studies. The SJC was adjusted to a point 10.4% 
of the length of the upper arm, distal to proximal. With these adjustments having been made 
to the data sets of these early studies, the joint centers of the body may be accurately used as 
segment endpoints for the application of BSPs. 
Purpose of Predicting Joint Centers 
For BSPs to be accurately applied in a research setting, segments need to be defined 
by accurate endpoints. Mechanical analysis (e.g., inverse dynamic analysis) use joint centers 
as segment endpoints. Once BSPs are applied, kinematics can be used to accurately describe 
the motion taking place. Since segment endpoints are fundamental for all kinematic 
calculation, inaccurate joint center estimations will compound errors in the calculated 
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Table 1. Adjusted parameters for the upper arm segment from adjustment studies. 
The center of mass (CM) position and longitudinal radius of gyration, k, are·given as 
percentages of the segment length. Hinrichs (1990) did not give radius of gyration 
location. 
Investigator 
Clauser et al. 
Hinrichs ( on Clauser et al.) 
Zatsiorsky et al. 
De Leva ( on Zatsiorsky et al.) 
Length (mm) 
F M 
333.5 
294.5 
275.1 281.7 
CM position Longitudinal 
(%) k(%) 
F M F M 
51.30 
49.10 
55.99 55.02 17.3 18.2 
57.54 57.72 14.8 15.8 
velocity and acceleration. This will in tum affect the accuracy of subsequent calculations 
based on these variables (e.g., joint moments and powers). It is for these reasons that reliable 
methods need to be developed for accurate estimation of joint center locations. 
The previously described assumption of pin-joint modeling provides a useful method 
for studying whole-body kinematics, at the macroscopic level. However, it has been noted 
that when applied to specific physiological joints, at the microscopic level, this assumption 
loses accuracy (de Leva, 1996b). One example of this has been the knee. Morrison (1968, 
1970) pointed out that the center of rotation strays from its assumed fixed point of origin by 
sliding anterio-posteriorly. It was also noted that the knee tended to tilt medic-laterally 
during flexion. Soudan, Auderkercke & Martens (1979) also showed that the knee's center of 
rotation follows a subject-specific centroid pathway as opposed to the fixed-point rotation 
idealized by the assumption of a true hinged joint (see Figure 1). 
However, the level of observation (macroscopic vs. microscopic) must be considered 
when determining whether the magnitude of these instantaneous joint center movements 
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Figure 1. Path of the instantaneous center of rotation in the knee joint, found by Realeaux's 
method (1900) using radiographs in sequence. Figure from Soudan et al. (1979). 
represents meaningful constraint on an analysis. de Leva (1996b) concluded that the 
assumption of a fixed joint center is widely accepted and that any position errors are 
negligible if the fixed joint center location is true. For whole-body modeling, the assumption 
of joints behaving in a pin-joint fashion is widely considered acceptable with the goal of 
collecting from a larger sample without requiring time to set up a detailed method of 
determining joint centers. 
General Research 
To use the pin-joint assumption in whole-body modeling, an acceptable definition of 
joint center location must be established. Some investigators have used radiographs to 
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describe SJC location in relation to local bony landmarks. Poppen & Walker (1976, 1978) 
used radiographic measurements in the frontal plane to define the SJC as the center of the 
humeral head throughout abduction of the shoulder. This location has also been assumed in 
shoulder flexion/extension, where anterior-posterior motion of the humeral head was 
described by its relation to the glenoid rim as seen in axillary radiograph views (Howell & 
Galinat, 1988; Paletta, Warner, Warren, Deutsch & Altchek, 1997). 
Using radiographic measurement as a method for locating SJC may yield more 
accurate results for pathological studies in clinical settings (Paletta et al., 1997), but is often 
not practical for use in research settings where kinematic studies of large samples are desired. 
In many research settings, studies involving the use of radiographs are not permitted by 
human subject review committees, imposing a major limitation on the applicability of this 
technique. More importantly, radiographic techniques cannot monitor the movements of 
dynamic activities. 
Panjabi, Goel & Walter (1982) considered the factors necessary to best define a 
joint's center of rotation. They conducted a study using an experimental set-up resembling 
planar joint motion. Two plates, one rotating in reference to the other, were marked at 
specific radii from the known center of rotation and at known angles in reference to each of 
the other markers (see Figure 2). Using a computational, rather than graphical version of 
Realeaux's method (1900), they were able to compare the experimental setup with their 
model that predicted the error possible with a known marker configuration. They suggested 
that marker placement should be as far as possible from the center of rotation for most 
accurate results. According to their results it is also necessary to space center of rotation 
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y 
X 
Plate A 
Figure 2. Panjabi et al.'s (1982) experimental set-up representing joint motion in the X-Y 
plane where plate B can rotate about the center of rotation, C, in relation to plate A. The 
shaded circles represent markers at known radii from C and known angles relative to each 
other. 
calculations over at least 30-degree arcs to minimize error. The authors stressed the 
importance of taking great care in designing experiments dealing with centers of rotation and 
state that any differences in results will likely be due to discrepancies in how joint centers 
were defined. Panjabi et al. 's (1982) work indicated the need for more accurate and reliable 
techniques for locating centers of rotation for all joints of the body. Their suggested 
technique involves multiple markers for each segment, which many motion analysis systems 
may not be able to track adequately. This suggests a need for accurate yet simple techniques 
that can be utilized independent of the analysis system being used. 
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Hip Research 
In studying the kinematics of the shoulder joint it is helpful to compare the 
characteristics of the hip due to the similarities between them. The shoulder and the hip are 
tri-axial joints and share similar skeletal structure. While the function of each joint is slightly 
different (the hip is a load bearing joint needed to support the body in upright posture while 
the shoulder is active in controlling upper extremity action), their similarities will be 
considered adequate for comparison. The hip has a much tighter and stronger joint capsule 
than the shoulder. This, along with the greater amount of musculature, restricts the ROM 
available to the hip and facilitates postural support. Another benefit of the hip's tight capsule 
is that the HJC can be accurately referenced to the greater trochanter, which is easily palpable 
and remains prominent throughout the hip's ROM with little skin motion. This allows 
surface markers to be used reliably for tracking. With an accurate HJC location, the 
kinematics of the hip can then be reproduced accurately. 
Pelvic width has also been commonly measured for estimation of HJC location. The 
error of HJC estimation from relating its position to pelvic width had been accepted as 
negligible until recently. Seidel et al., (1995) investigated the hypothesis that direct pelvic 
measurements would minimize estimation error and whether gender differences in pelvic 
structure would effect joint center estimation. Measurements of pelvic width, height, and 
depth were made of dissected cadaver specimens. The location of the HJC (defined as the 
center of the femoral head) was then located as a percentage of each measurement length. 
Average distance percentages were found to be similar to results published by Bell et al. 
(1989, 1990). Seidel et al. 's results indicated a significant difference in correlation between 
the medial-lateral location and both the anterior-posterior and superior-inferior locations of 
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HJC when based solely on pelvic width. The medial-lateral location of HJC correlated well 
with pelvic width (r = .85) but neither the anterior-posterior nor the superior-inferior location 
of HJC correlated with pelvic width (r = -0.17 and r = 0.01 respectively). They noted that for 
optimal estimation of HJC location all three dimensions, pelvic width, height and depth, were 
needed as model parameters. These correlations were all based upon static measurements, 
which limits its direct application in a dynamic situation. 
Bell et al. (1989, 1990) searched for an accurate method of HJC prediction, by 
comparing techniques which estimated HJC location from external bony landmarks 
(Andriacchi et al., 1980, 1982; Andriacchi & Strickland, 1983; Tylkowski et al., 1982). 
These three methods for estimating HJC were tested individually on a sample of 39 children 
(15 males, 24 females) and 31 adults (15 males, 16 females). Each method was compared to 
a subject-specific HJC location as determined by two oblique pelvic radiographs. 
The accuracy and validity of these techniques were compared with a method by 
Cappozzo-(1984), which estimated HJC location by assuming the thigh was a rigid body and 
the HJC was the center of a sphere described by the rotation of a point located on the thigh. 
Bell et al's (1989, 1990) results showed Cappozzo's (1984) technique to locate the HJC an 
average of 3.79 cm(± 1.9 cm, range of 1.60 - 6.53 cm) from its true location. The average 
error for each direction was not significantly different from the others. 
Andriacchi et al. 's (1980, 1982) technique estimated the HJC in the frontal plane to be 
1.5 cm distal to the midpoint of a line describing the distance between the anterior superior 
iliac spines (ASIS) and the pubic symphysis. The estimated HJC was indicated to be directly 
medial from the greater trochanter. Andriacchi et al. 's (1980, 1982) technique found the HJC 
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to be an average of 3.61 cm(± 1.2 cm, range of 1.48 - 5.18 cm) from its true location. Errors 
were significantly larger in the prediction of medial-lateral position. 
Tylkowski et al. 's (1982) method predicted the HJC location on each axis 
(posteriorly, distally, and medially) as a percentage of the distance between opposing ASIS. 
Tylkowski et al. 's (1982) method was not evaluated directly due to an inability to recreate the 
pelvic reference frame used in that technique. However using their own pelvic reference 
frame, Bell et al. (1989, 1990) were able locate the HJC at an average of 1.90 cm(± 1.2 cm, 
range of 0.49 - 3.49 cm) from its true location. Significantly larger errors were found in 
prediction of the anterior-posterior position of the HJC. 
Upon comparison of the three techniques, the authors noted that none of the methods 
were able to successfully locate the HJC to within 2 cm of its true location. This target range 
was first suggested by Laskin (1984) who found that orthopedic surgeons could locate the 
HJC position to within 2 cm of true only 12% of the time when using "free-hand" estimation 
on AP radiographs. From the above studies it appears that accuracy within a range of 2 cm 
in the HJC location is acceptable for practical purposes. 
While many researchers have related HJC to pelvic measurements, few have 
attempted to relate it to the greater trochanter. It would seem that the greater trochanter 
should provide an excellent landmark from which to translate the HJC due to its proximity. 
In sagittal plane analyses, the trochanter has often represented the HJC in kinematic analysis. 
Neptune and Hull (1995) examined the accuracy of two methods that tracked a marker placed 
at the superior aspect of the greater trochanter to identify the HJC, and another method that 
tracked a marker placed at the ASIS. The three methods were compared against a standard 
method involving a marker triad attached to an intracortical pin inserted in the iliac spine. 
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Data from all methods were collected simultaneously using video analysis of one subject 
pedaling a cycle ergometer. 
The standard method utilized two orthogonal X-ray views to determine HJC in the 
triad coordinate system by computing a vector from the marker triad's centroid to the center 
of the femoral head. The 3-D location of the HJC in the laboratory coordinate system was 
determined through video analysis. The HJC coordinates were then projected onto the 
sagittal plane for comparison to the other three 2-D methods. For two of the methods being 
compared, the marker at the greater trochanter was used. The first assumed that in the 
sagittal plane, a marker at the greater trochanter would accurately represent the HJC. The 
second method assumed that the HJC remained fixed throughout the cycling motion and 
relied upon direct anthropometric measurement from the laboratory coordinate system's 
origin to the superior aspect of the greater trochanter prior to the cycling motion. Finally, the 
authors introduced a novel third method using a marker placed at the ASIS. In the sagittal 
plane, a vector was computed between the ASIS and trochanter coordinates. This method 
assumed that the pelvis does not experience any rotation in the sagittal plane during the 
cycling motion. Errors were assessed by comparing the HJC position as calculated by the 
three experimental methods to that of the standard method (see Table 2). The authors 
concluded that the new method of using the ASIS as a reference point for the HJC in the 
sagittal plane was more accurate in the x direction than the other methods tested, but that the 
method of assuming a fixed HJC was more accurate in they direction. 
While the trochanter method is associated with more error in HJC position, it remains 
a common technique for locating the HJC in the sagittal plane. The feasibility of calculating 
the HJC in 3-D from the greater trochanter has not been tested. 
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Table 2. Total error of each HJC location method. Adapted from Neptune and Hull (1995). 
Method 
Fixed (x) 
Fixed (y) 
Trochanter (x) 
Trochanter (y) 
ASIS (x) 
ASIS (y) 
Shoulder Research 
Standard Deviation ( cm) 
0.4 
0.3 
0.9 
1.3 
0.2 
0.6 
Range of error (cm) 
1.3 
0.9 
2.7 
3.6 
0.5 
1.9 
Compared to the lower extremities, substantially less work has been done on 
predicting the joint center location of the shoulder. The shoulder has a much greater ROM 
allowing for the performance of many complex tasks. The shoulder's wide range of complex 
motion along with the lack of a prominent bony landmark for referencing the SJC makes 
shoulder kinematics difficult to accurately calculate. 
Any study focusing on the structure and function of the upper extremity will 
eventually require knowledge of the SJC location. Assumptions must be made about true 
SJC location so that researchers may focus on their topic of interest rather than how to 
accurately locate SJC. Studies into the contributions of specific muscles about the shoulder 
in producing the net torque necessary for everyday functioning have assumed geometric joint 
centers which remain relatively fixed throughout a movement (Poppen & Walker, 1976, 
1978; Howell, Imobersteg, Seger & Marone, 1986; Van der Helm & Veenbaas, 1991; Van 
der Helm, 1992). These studies included such assumptions as joint centers being derived 
from articular surface geometry (Van der Helm & Veenbaas, 1991; Van der Helm, 1992), or 
that the SJ C lies at the center of the II sphere II created by the humeral head (Poppen & Walker, 
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1976, 1978; Howell et al., 1986). The assumption that the SJC resides at the center of the 
humeral head has been used by many investigators and has subsequently become accepted as 
an appropriate assumption for the purpose of upper extremity calculations (Van der Helm, 
1992; Meskers et al.,, 1998). 
Even though the center of the humeral head has been accepted as the SJC location, it 
was discovered by Poppen & Walker (1976) that the humeral head moves along with the 
scapula throughout the abduction movement. So while the humeral head may remain fixed 
relative to the glenoid, its global position shifts with the glenoid as the face of the glenoid 
moves medially and superiorly. Poppen & Walker found that from O to 30 degrees, the 
scapula rotates about a more inferior axis, but as the shoulder complex rotates from 60 
degrees to the extreme end of abduction, the scapular rotation is about a more superior axis, 
approaching the level of the glenoid. This final amount of abduction results in mostly medial 
translation of the humeral head as it remains fixed to the glenoid surface. This finding is 
important to remember when locating the SJC by the common planar digitization method. 
A more recent development in estimating the 3-D location of the SJC has been to 
develop linear regression equations from bony landmarks associated with the humerus, 
scapula, and torso. Meskers et al. (1998) described a method for prediction of the SJC using 
a linear regression analysis in which the SJC was assumed to be the center of a sphere 
formed by the humeral head as fit to the glenoid. First, the investigators measured 3-D 
position data from various scapular and humeral bony landmarks of 36 different cadaver 
shoulders using a spatial linkage digitizer, and estimated the centers of rotation for each. 
The coordinate data for five bony landmarks on the scapula and the ten distances 
between each were used as variables in a stepwise regression procedure. One set of the 
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cadaver shoulders was used to develop the linear regression model, and the other set was 
used for validating the model. An in vivo study was then conducted with ten volunteers to 
determine SJC variability due to inaccuracies in the measurement of the bony landmarks 
using an electromagnetic tracking device and a stylus. SJC position variability due to the 
linear regression model was also determined by estimating the variability of the predicted 
orientation of the humerus from its true orientation. 
The accuracy of the regression model in estimating SJC location when applied to the 
validation set of scapulae yielded a Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of approximately 3 
mm for the x-, y-, and z-coordinates. Variability in the mean SJC position, as measured as 
the standard deviation of SJC location in the in vivo study, was less than 1.62 mm for the x-, 
y-, and z-coordinates. The mean for variability of the 3-D vector defining humerus 
orientation was within 2.69°. Meskers et al. (1998) concluded that the in vivo method 
described allowed adequate construction of a local coordinate system for the humerus. 
Meskers et al. 's (1998) method was accurate but lacked practical application because 
this technique was evaluated using only a simple movement (elevation). It is questionable 
whether their technique would be able to track the SJC in any movements besides simple 
elevation. The use of scapular markers also makes Meskers et al. 's method difficult to apply 
if surface markers are to be used , due to movement artifact that may be introduced by 
scapular motion beneath the skin. 
Another common technique for locating the SJC is to reference it to the acromion 
process of the scapula. In studies on the kinematics of the baseball pitch, Fleisig ( 1994) 
developed linear regression equations for the purpose of in vivo estimation of the shoulder, 
elbow, and wrist joint center locations. Problems with this method include conceptual 
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limitations in the development of segment coordinate systems and the prediction techniques 
employed, as will be shown. 
The location of the SJC, and surface markers at the acromion processes were 
manually digitized for every frame throughout the pitching motion. From the digitized 
r 
coordinate data, the direction and magnitude of a vector from the acromion process to the 
SJC were calculated for every frame of the collected motion relative to the local trunk 
coordinate system (see Figure 3). The averages of the direction and magnitude were 
calculated for the entire pitching motion. The same technique was used for three separate 
Xo • 
MH 
Figure 3. Global and local coordinate systems of Fleisig's method, used to define vector 
S from the acromion to the SJC. Note that vector S is dependent on the orientation of the 
local trunk system at mid-shoulder (MS). Circles numbered 1-4 represent reflective surface 
markers placed at the greater trochanters and acromion processes. Adapted from Fleisig 
(1994). 
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subjects. The mean direction values were then averaged across subjects. The average 
magnitude of the vector for these three subjects was then calculated as a fraction of humerus 
length. 
In this way an average direction from the acromion process was assumed to remain 
fixed throughout the pitching motion and the magnitude was dependent on the length of the 
humerus of the individual subject. This technique is similar to that developed for the hip by 
Neptune and Hull (1995), where the HJC was assumed to remain fixed relative to the 
ipsilateral ASIS. Fleisig' s definition appears to hold true if the assumption can be made that 
the scapula and humerus retain the same orientation to each other throughout the motion 
being studied. However, the scapula does move independently of the humerus. Several 
studies have found ratios of glenohumeral to scapulothoracic rotation ranging from 1.25: 1 
(Poppen & Walker, 1976) to 2.34:1 (Freedman & Munro, 1966). 
The way in which Fleisig (1994) developed an estimation method for locating the 
SJC throughout the baseball pitching motion has little basis in regression modeling. The 
direction and magnitude of the vector describing the SJC in relation to the acromion process 
were averaged for the entire pitching motion and then again across the three subjects used for 
development of the model. The small sample size (n=3) greatly limits the predictive power 
of the regression equations. More importantly is that the integrity of a predictive variable 
will be limited by the practice of doubly averaging its value. 
Neither of the latter two techniques for predicting SJC is practical in the common 
laboratory setting. The need therefore exists for a valid and reliable method for estimating 
the SJC from a surface marker or markers located at a bony landmark that can remain rigid in 
relation to the head of the humerus. 
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METHODS 
The study progressed in four stages. Anthropometric measurements were collected 
on a sample of adult skeletons using direct measurements with an anthropometry kit and 
indirectly using 3-D video analysis. A backward stepwise regression analysis was used to 
develop equations for predicting the orthogonal components of a vector describing the SJC 
based on the skeletal sample. These prediction equations were then validated using a 
separate set of skeletal specimens. This technique was then applied to a live human subject 
sample to predict SJC location during abduction/adduction and flexion/extension tasks by 
tracking 3-D surface marker positions. These data were compared against SJC locations 
identified from manually digitized video of these same abduction/adduction and 
flexion/extension movements. 
3-D Video Calibration 
An external frame made of bass wood was built to roughly cubic dimensions within 
which was built an object with dimensions of 40 cm x 40 cm x 40 cm consisting of nine 
sections of fine gauge wire hung vertically from an external wooden frame. Spherical 
markers 1 cm in diameter were attached at five different heights on each wire making 45 
points in total (see Figure 4). The floor of the laboratory was determined to be level before 
the markers were measured. The vertical location of each marker was then measured from 
the floor and the horizontal location of each wire was found at the floor using triangulation. 
Two cameras sampling at 60 Hz were oriented to the calibration object at an angle 
approximately 100° from each other, so that all markers were visible to each camera. A one-
second trial was collected, and a subset of 25 control points manually digitized for each view 
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40cm 
40cm 
Figure 4. 3-D calibration object, showing all points (control and non-control), with the 
longest diagonal of the volume indicated by the darker line. 
using the Peak Motus 4.3 motion analysis system (Peak Performance Technologies, 
Englewood, Colorado). Past studies have recommended that at least 24 control points be 
used for greatest accuracy when using a DLT calibration (Chen, L., Armstrong, C. W., & 
Raftopoulos, D. D., 1994; Hinrichs & McLean, 1995). Using the direct linear transformation 
(DLT) method, the control points were used to generate camera constants for the calibration 
volume (Abdel-Aziz & Karara, 1971). The locations of 15 of the remaining 20 non-control 
points were then predicted and compared against their true, pre-measured locations for 
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validation of the 3-D calibration. Five of the non-control points were removed from the 
validation set as outliers. The acceptable non-control point prediction level of error in 
previous studies was found to be within 0.3% of the distance of the longest diagonal in the 
calibrated volume (Hinrichs & McLean, 1995). This would allow an error of approximately 
0.2 cm for the specified volume. fu this study the custom-built cube was calibrated to an 
adequate level with maximum errors of 0.39%, 0.38% and 0.22% of the cube's diagonal for 
the X, Y and Z coordinates, respectively. The largest percentage error value equates to an 
error of 0.26 cm. These values are higher than those listed by Hinrichs and McLean (1995), 
however due to the small calibrated volume of the cube used in the present study, it was felt 
that these errors were within acceptable limits. 
Direct and fudirect Anthropometric Measurement . 
A sample of 42 adult skeletal specimens were measured to the nearest half-millimeter 
using an osteometric board, digital sliding calipers, and spreading calipers for the 
anthropometrics listed in Table 3. A reliability analysis using an ANCOVA was performed 
on 22 of the specimens to confirm the measurement reliability. Additionally, the specimen's 
age and sex were estimated using standard anthropological technique (Buikstra & Ubelaker, 
1994). Height was estimated in centimeters by the following regression equation (Trotter & 
Gleser, 1958); 
Ht= l.30(FL+ LLL) + 63.29 (1) 
where FL is femur length and LLL is lower leg length or tibia length (stdev ± 2.99cm). 
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Table 3. Anthropometrics that were measured (Lohman, Roche & Martorell, 1988; Buikstra 
& Ubelaker, 1994). 
Measurement 
Upper arm length 
Elbow breadth 
Wrist breadth 
Biiliac breadth 
Description 
From acromiale to olecranon 
From medial to lateral epicondyle of the humerus 
From ulnar styloid to radial styloid 
Distance between iliac crests 
Head circumference Greatest circumference measurement, just superior to eyebrows 
Clavicle length § From medial to lateral border 
Forearm length From r.adiale to stylion 
Thigh length § From greater trochanter to lateral epicondyle of the femur 
Lower leg length From proximal lateral tibial border to distal tip of lateral malleolus 
§ Clavicle not mentioned in Lohman et al. § Thigh length measurement adjusted to what is palpable in both 
live subjects and skeletal specimens. 
The SJC was assumed to be the center of the humeral head. For indirect 
measurement of the distance from the lateral epicondyle to the center of the humeral head, 
each specimen was securely mounted into a foam cradle secured to the floor. For each 
specimen, the same orientation was achieved by aligning the medial and lateral epicondyles 
in a vertical plane. Two cameras sampling at 60 Hz were oriented as in the calibration 
method, so that the epicondyles and humeral head were completely visible to each camera 
(see Figure 5). 
A one-second trial was collected with the medial epicondyle, lateral epicondyle, mid-
bone lateral aspect, and center of the humeral head being digitized for each view using the 
Peak Motus 4.3 motion analysis system (Peak Performance Technologies, Englewood, 
Colorado). Three-dimensional coordinate values were generated for each digitized point 
from the DLT program. The direction and magnitude of a vector describing the 3-D distance 
from the lateral epicondyle to the humeral head was then calculated with reference to the 
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100-110° 
Figure 5. Set-up for filming of specimens, with the foam cradle secured to the floor for 
stabilizing the humerus. A view along the longitudinal axis of the specimen can be seen on 
the right. Circles indicate where bony landmarks were digitized. 
local coordinate system at the elbow. This technique is described along with the elbow and 
global coordinate systems in the following section. 
Definition of Local and Global Coordinate Systems 
In this section all references to the global coordinate system are denoted by capital 
letters (X, Y, and Z). All local coordinate system references are denoted by lower-case letters 
(x, y, and z). A 3-D global system was defined from the calibration volume. The Y-axis was 
defined as the true vertical, indicated by two points on one wire suspended in the calibration 
volume. The X-axis of this system was defined as a horizontal line described by two bottom 
markers originating at the point where the Y-axis contacted the origin. The Z-axis was the 
cross product of the X- and Y-axes, completing the orthogonal system (Figure 6). For the 
local coordinate system, three points were defined on the body of the humerus (Figure 7). 
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X 
z 
Figure 6. Orthogonal global coordinate system with the XZ plane lying on the floor. 
Points band c indicate the medial and lateral epicondyles of the humerus, respectively. The 
midpoint of the humerus (50% of the overall length of the humerus; see Figure 5) was 
marked on the lateral aspect, using a pointer with reflective tape, in order to define a common 
point (a) that is not a bony landmark on every specimen. The location of each defined point 
was described by coordinates in the global system. For example, point a was defined as; 
(2) 
The origin of the local coordinate system was assigned at the most lateral point of the lateral 
epicondyle (point c, see Figure 7). Using points a, b, and c, unit vectors were defined for 
each axis; 
x=c-b 
z=xx(a-c) 
y = zxx 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(3c) 
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Figure 7. Posterior sketch of a right humerus with assigned points. 
where it was assumed that the line connecting the medial and lateral epicondyles was 
perpendicular to the long axis of the humerus and that points a and c lay in a plane that 
bisected the anterior and posterior aspects of the humerus. Therefore, the cross product of z 
and x was a unit vector parallel to the long axis of the humerus (see Figure 8). 
The SJC (referred to as point P) was manually digitized in both camera views. The 
humeral head formed a large, visible circle on the screen the center of which was easily 
discernable. These data were used with a 3-D reconstruction algorithm to calculate the 3-D 
coordinates of P with respect to the global reference frame (Px, Pr, Pz). This point was then 
expressed in the local coordinate system through the following process; 
(4) 
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Medial Lateral 
X 
Figure 8. Posterior sketch of right humerus specimen with local system axes assigned. 
where P0 represents the center of the humeral head expressed in global coordinates such that 
(5) 
L0 is the origin of the local system expressed in the global system, 
(6) 
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[R] is a rotation matrix representing the orientation of the global system to the local system, 
COSXz l 
COSyz 
COSzz 
and PL is the center of the humeral head expressed in the local system, 
The direction cosines of the rotation matrix indicate the angles formed between the 
axes of the global system (X, Y, Z) and each component of the unit vectors ( x , y , z ) of the 
local system. For example, the term cosxy is found by dividing the X component of 
vector y by the length of vector y. Since vector y is a unit vector, the X component of 
vector y is equal to the direction cosine, cosxy- The end result is that the term cosxy is the 
cosine of the angle formed by the X-axis and the y-axis. 
The term ( fG + [R]) can be shortened to combine translation and rotation from the 
global system to the local system, into a transformation matrix [1]. 
(7) 
(8) 
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1 0 0 0 
[T]= Lx COSXx COSxy COSxz (9) 
Ly COSyx COSyy COSyz 
Lz COSZx COSzy COS2z 
This simplifies Equation 2 to; 
(10) 
To solve for PL (the coordinates for the shoulder joint center in the local reference 
frame), Equation (9) is rewritten as; 
(11) 
The above technique describes the location of the SJC in the form of a vector as related to a 
local coordinate system assigned to the lateral epicondyle of the humerus. This allows for 
the 3-D coordinates of the SJC to be accurately calculated from a simple set of external 
markers. 
Regression Analysis 
The direct anthropometric measurements from the skeletal specimens were entered as 
independent variables into a backward stepwise regression analysis. Out of 46 skeletal 
specimens measured, 22 were incomplete due to damaged or missing bones. However, in 
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these cases an adequate number of measurements were obtained to conduct a full regression 
analysis. _ Four specimens were randomly chosen and removed from the sample to create a 
validation sample. When more than four specimens were removed from the sample the 
regression model would fail to yield a prediction for the x component. Three regression 
models were analyzed to predict magnitudes of the x, y, and z components of l{ as dependent 
variables. The independent variables were selected as appropriate predictors according to 
how significantly they accounted for variance in the regression such that all independent 
variables with a p-value of greater than 0.1 were removed from the model. 
Skeletal Validation 
The same anthropometric measurements were taken on a separate sample of four 
skeletal specimens and the prediction equations applied for validation of the prediction 
technique. The predicted magnitude components of PL were compared against the actual 
magnitude values using a one-way ANOV A with an alpha level of 0.05. A correlation 
analysis was also performed to judge how well the actual component magnitudes of 
PL correlated with the predicted component magnitudes. 
In Vivo Validation 
The anthropometric measurements made on the skeletal specimen sample were taken 
on a sample of 12 volunteer college age subjects. Because direct measurement of bony 
landmarks was not possible in the volunteer sample, adjustments were made to each 
measurement to mathematically remove the effect of skin, fat and connective tissue covering 
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the bony landmarks. This adjustment entailed taking a skin-fold measurement with body 
composition calipers at the point where the anthropometer made contact and the value halved 
to yield the approximate tissue thickness covering each bony landmark. This skinfold 
technique was repeated on half of the in vivo sample and the range of variance calculated. 
The range of variance was found to be less than 0.5 mm for each measurement. The soft-
tissue thickness measurement from each end of the anthropometric measurement was then 
subtracted from the value. Due to the prominence of the bony landmarks used in the 
anthropometric measurements, it was felt that these adjustments would account for any 
measurement error due to soft tissue. 
Spherical reflective markers were then attached to the skin surface covering the 
medial and lateral epicondyles of the humerus, and the lateral aspect of the upper arm, just 
inferior to the deltoid insertion. These markers were automatically digitized throughout two 
planar motions using a Peak Motus 4.3 real-time system with four infrared cameras sampling 
at 120 Hz. The coordinate values of each marker were used to determine the origin of the 
local humerus coordinate system as previously described. Once the local system was 
defined, the coordinates of the system origin were translated along the x axis to the bony 
surface of the lateral epicondyle. The amount of adjustment was equal to the sum of the 
surface marker radius and the soft tissue thickness covering the lateral epicondyle (see 
Figure 9). Soft tissue thickness was determined by skinfold measurements taken before 
marker placement. This adjustment was performed for each frame of data collected. 
The prediction method was then applied and an estimate of direction and magnitude 
for f>L obtained for each subject. fu applying the prediction equations to living subjects, it was 
necessary to calculate a local-to-global transformation (see equation 9) for each frame of data 
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Figure 9. Depiction of the relative adjustments made to the local coordinate system origin. 
Marker radius and soft tissue thickness are represented by distances II and ill respectively. 
collected throughout the range of motion in which the subject was able to move their arm. 
Given the demands of this task, a custom data reduction program was written to handle the 
large amount of calculations needed (see Appendix A). 
Simultaneous to the real-time data collection, 2-D video was collected with a 
Panasonic video camera sampling at 60 Hz. The video camera was oriented in front of the 
subject for abduction/adduction to capture frontal plane motion. Conversely, it was oriented 
to the side of the subject for flexion/extension to capture sagittal plane motion. Video data 
were manually digitized using the Peak Motus 4.3 software. For abduction/adduction trials 
the medial epicondyle marker and the SJC were digitized. For flexion/extension trials the 
lateral epicondyle marker and the SJC were digitized. In each motion the SJC location was 
subjectively determined by the observer/digitizer. The observer/digitizer in this study had 
substantial experience in hand digitizing video data and an adequate know ledge of shoulder 
anatomy. 
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For comparison, a common distance between an elbow landmark and the SJC was 
calculated for each movement. In the 2-D video collection not all of the markers were visible 
at all times. For the abduction/adduction movement, the distance between the medial 
epicondyle and the SJC was calculated. For the flexion/extension movement, the distance 
between the lateral epicondyle and the SJC was calculated. The use of separate epicondyle 
markers for calculating this distance was due to the relative visibility of each marker in the 
2D view throughout the range of motion. In abduction/adduction, the medial epicondyle was 
always in view, as was the lateral epicondyle in flexion/extension. 
The accuracy of this method was then determined during active abduction/adduction 
and flexion/extension motion by comparing the predicted SJC values and those obtained by 
the common technique of manually digitizing video with a repeated measures ANOV A 
(a=0.05). A correlation analysis was also performed to judge how well the predicted values 
correlated with the values obtained by manual digitizing. 
To quantify the amount of relative displacement by the SJC ( digitized and predicted), 
the resultant excursion and horizontal and vertical excursion components of the SJC were 
calculated for the entire flexion/extension and abduction/adduction range of motion using the . 
following equations; 
excursionx = t.Jcxi -xi-1)2 (12) 
i=2 
for the horizontal excursion component (same for vertical component), 
excursionr = t.J(xi -xi-1)2 + (yi - yi-1)2 (13) 
i=l 
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for the resultant excursion. A mean and standard deviation were also calculated for the 
horizontal and vertical coordinates of the common centroid, throughout the two movement 
types. A one-way ANOVA was also used to test for significant differences in the excursion 
and centroid values for the prediction and digitizing techniques. 
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RESULTS 
Skeletal Measurement 
The anthropometric measurements proved to be reliable over two separate trials with 
a minimum reliability coefficient of 0.97. See Table 4 for descriptive statistics of the skeletal 
anthropometrics set. 
Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the anthropometric 
measurements taken from the skeletal sample. 
Mean St. Dev. N 
Age (yrs) 46 17 43 
Height (cm) 169.08 9.02 46 
Upper arm (mm) 354.05 33.23 43 
Elbow breadth (mm) 63.00 7.36 46 
Wrist breadth (mm) 46.73 6.08 45 
Clavicle length (mm) 136.40 13.26 45 
Forearm length (mm) 256.98 20.45 46 
Thigh length (mm) 395.20 32.56 46 
Lower leg length (mm) 354.54 30.95 46 
Head width (mm) 138.83 8.31 41 
Head length (mm) 181.49 9.16 41 
Bi-iliac breadth (mm) 274.73 22.01 30 
Regression Equations 
The final regression models were derived from 42 specimens. This sample size 
required a criterion level of a= 0.1. The only significant (p=0.048) predictor of the x-
component of the SJC vector (PL) was clavicle length (CL), which accounted for 18 % of the 
variance in x. 
SlCx = -109.516 + CL*0.590 (14) 
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Age, thigh length (TL), head width (HW), and bi-iliac breadth (BB) were significant 
(p=0.067, <0.001, 0.002, and 0.014 respectively) predictors of they- or long axis component 
of the SJC vector, collectively accounting for 91 % of the variance in this component. 
SlCy = -187.62 - age*0.27+TL*0.568+HW*l.254+BB*0.278 
Forearm length (FL) and thigh length (TL) were significant (p=0.039 and 0.053, 
respectively) predictors of the z-component of the SJC vector, collectively accounting for 
21 % of the variance in this component. 
SlCz = 20.109 - FL*0.47+TL*0.275 
Skeletal Validation 
(15) 
(16) 
Use of the regression equations predicted the SJC location well in the skeletal 
validation set (n=4, mean age=43.5 yrs.). No significant differences were found between any 
of the measured and predicted SJC components. The predicted y-component correlated well 
with the measured y-component. The predicted x and z components correlated much less 
with their measured counterparts. These results paralleled those found in the regression 
analysis, where the variance accounted for by the x- and z-component predictions was small 
( ~ 20% ), while they-component prediction accounted for over 90% of the variance in the 
measured y-component. 
In Vivo Validation 
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Table 5. Correlation coefficients comparing 
measured and predicted SJC components in the 
skeletal validation set. 
Predicted x Predicted y Predicted z 
Measured x 0.543 
Measured y 1.000 
Measured z 0.329 
Significant differences existed throughout the tested range of each motion between 
the predicted and digitized distance from the medial epicondyle to the SJC in 
abduction/adduction, and from the lateral epicondyle to the SJC inflexion/extension. The 
predicted SJC lay more proximal than the digitized SJC by a mean distance of 7.9 cm(± 1.6 
cm) in ab/adduction and 5.7 cm(± 1.0 cm) in flex/extension. To insure that the predicted 
point did not lie outside the body, the predicted distance was compared to upper arm length 
as defined by the anthropometric measurements (Table 6). All predictions located the SJC 
within the body, however this comparison does not allow for a finite assessment of its 
location with respect to the anthropometric landmarks, since the predicted SJC is in reference 
to the epicondyles rather than the distal end of the upper arm ( olecranon process). 
One interesting finding in comparison of the lengths cal~ulated from the two methods 
was that the predicted distance drew closer to that of the digitized distance as the arm reached 
maximum abduction (Figure 10). A similar result was found in the flexion movement, 
although to a smaller extent (Figure 11). These findings were contrary to what was expected 
since the prediction technique relied on the assumption of the humerus as a stiff segment. 
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Table 6. Predicted SJC-epicondyle lengths 
(m) and measured upper arm lengths (m) 
for all subjects. 
Subject Epi-SJC 
(predicted) 
1 0.350 
2 0.368 
3 0.344 
4 0.370 
5 0.355 
6 0.325 
7 0.322 
8 0.287 
9 0.186 
10 0.358 
11 0.326 
Upper arm 
(measured) 
0.384 
0.405 
0.397 
0.389 
0.381 
0.354 
0.375 
0.340 
0.336 
0.392 
0.380 
Difference 
0.034 
0.037 
0.053 
0.019 
0.026 
0.029 
0.053 
0.053 
0.150 
0.034 
0.054 
This assumption dictates that the distance between an epicondyle and the SJC should stay 
constant throughout any motion. 
It was also noted that the global trajectory of the SJC in abduction for both methods 
showed an interesting phenomenon where the predicted SJC follows a more two-dimensional 
path than that of the digitized SJC, which is quite vertical in nature (Figure 12). The vertical 
movement could be explained by elevation of the shoulder girdle, and the horizontal 
movement could be explained by the translation of the humeral head on the surface of the 
glenoid in addition to the medial translation of the scapula as described by Poppen and 
Walker (1976). fu flexion the predicted and digitized SJC followed curved paths of similar 
dimension, however the relative orientation of the curves were in opposition (Figure 13). 
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Figure 12. These two paths represent the global trajectories of both the real-time medial 
epicondyle and predicted SJC points (left), and the corresponding digitized points (right) for 
abduction/adduction (scale is in meters) for one subject. * signifies the start of motion. 
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Figure 13. These two paths represent the global trajectories of both the real-time medial 
epicondyle and predicted SJC points (left), and the corresponding digitized points (right) for 
flexion/extension (scale is in meters) for one subject. * signifies the start of motion. 
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When the excursion and centroid values for the SJC were calculated, it became apparent that 
the trajectory of the predicted SJC followed a more varied path than that of the digitized SJC. 
For the flexion/extension movement the total resultant excursion of the predicted SJC was 
found to be significantly greater than the digitized value (p=0.0005). The horizontal and 
vertical excursion values were also significantly greater for the predicted SJC (p=0.0004, and 
p=0.0003 respectively). For the abduction/adduction movement the total resultant excursion 
of the predicted SJC was found to be significantly greater than the digitized value 
(p=0.O001). The horizontal and vertical excursion values were also significantly greater for 
the predicted SJC (p<0.0001, and p=0.0008 respectively). Descriptive statistics for the 
excursion results can be found in Table 7. 
Table 7. Descriptive statistics (Mean (S.D.)) for the digitized and predicted SJC excursion 
values (given in meters). 
Digitized Predicted 
Resultant Horizontal Vertical Resultant Horizontal Vertical 
Flex/extension .408 (.11) .282 (.10) .183 (.03) .665 (.18) .520 (.15) .291 (.08) 
Ab/adduction .327 (.09) .171 (.06) .205 (.05) .750 (.28) .518 (.18) .427 (.18) 
When the centroid means and standard deviations were calculated less difference was found 
between the two methods and a slight decrease in the deviance of the prediction method. For 
the flexion/extension movement the standard deviation of the horizontal coordinate was 
significantly greater in the predicted SJC (p=0.0491). The vertical coordinate showed a 
slightly, although not significantly, lower standard deviation in the predicted SJC. For the 
abduction/adduction movement the standard deviation of the horizontal coordinate was 
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significantly greater in the predicted SJC (p<0.0001). The vertical coordinate showed a 
lower, although not significant, standard deviation in the predicted SJC. Descriptive 
statistics for the centroid values can be found in Table 8. 
Table 8. Average values for the digitized and predicted SJC 
centroid standard deviations (given in meters). 
Flex/extension 
Ab/adduction 
Digitized Predicted 
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical 
.024 
.020 
.028 
.033 
.033 
.047 
.027 
.030 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
The need exists for a valid method of locating the SJC from a skin-mounted marker 
set such that error due to missing data or skin motion is minimized. The ideal method should 
be easy to apply in a real-time motion analysis laboratory where multiple researchers could 
collect whole-body kinematics in a timely fashion. It was hypothesized that the proposed 
method of SJC coordinate prediction would not produce significantly different results than 
planar digitization in both flexion/extension and abduction/adduction. 
The method developed in this study could be easily applied in a laboratory with a 
multiple camera system, due to the use of only three markers to locate the joint center, and 
the use of appropriate reduction routines developed in this study. Some anthropometric 
measurements are required, but these could be quickly recorded along with any other 
measurements that an investigator may need. This study' s results showed the SJC prediction 
technique to produce significantly different results than those achieved by planar digitization 
in both flexion/extension and abduction/adduction. In all subjects the SJC was predicted to 
lie more proximal than the location provided by planar digitization. 
This finding led to the question of whether the 2-D manual digitizing technique was a 
good standard for comparison. To show that manual digitizing might not be the most 
accurate technique or even representative of the shoulder's actual motion in flexion and 
abduction, SJC excursion and centroid values were calculated. The SJC prediction technique 
showed a significantly greater amount of excursion and greater standard deviation of the 
calculated centroid. When it is assumed that planar digitizing is a reasonable standard to 
compare with, these results indicate that the prediction technique is less accurate than that 
provided by planar digitization. These findings lend some support to Fleisig's method 
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(1994). Indeed it could be argued that the functionality of a method such as Fleisig's 
provides enough description of the SJC for the purpose of gross, whole-body kinematics. 
Contrary to this however, is still the issue of the extreme range of motion found in the 
pitching movements to which Fleisig applied his method. Any laxity inherent in an athlete's 
glenohumeral joint would be accentuated by the extremes of motion and force, thus removing 
Fleisig's assumption of a constant acromion-to-SJC magnitude from practical application. 
Additionally, the regression and averaging methods utilized by Fleisig severely weaken the 
method's applicability. 
Subjective observation of the SJC trajectories from the location methods used in this 
study raised the question as to which method is best for comparing to. As can be seen in 
Figure 11, the trajectory of the predicted SJC appeared to follow a "natural" curving path 
while the digitized SJC appeared arbitrary and more vertical in nature. Indeed the predicted 
pattern more closely matched Poppen & Walker's (1976) description of scapulohumeral 
motion where the scapula elevated while rotating about a medially translating axis. While 
conclusions cannot be drawn from subjective observation alone, it seems that the 
phenomenon seen in Figure 11 indicates a more complex movement than planar digitizing 
can tolerate. The scapula is known to rotate along with the humerus, allowing greater range 
of shoulder motion than bony constraint would permit should the scapula remain fixed 
(Poppen & Walker, 1978; Paletta et al., 1997). This combined motion must create a situation 
where the SJC, here defined as the humeral head, travels in a trajectory more diverse than a 
simple pin-joint. This diverse movement could have been amplified in the movements of this 
study since the volunteer subjects were not strapped to their seat during motion. In an effort 
to reach the greatest ranges of motion, it is possible that some of the subjects might have 
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exaggerated an already existing medial translation of the humeral head by swinging their arm 
in a wider, or more elliptical arc. 
It seems that the vertical path of the digitized SJC was an attempt to track the 
complex trajectory produced by the scapulohumeral motion, but as just discussed, the SJC is 
thought to move substantially in the horizontal plane as well. If this is the case, then the 
planar digitizing method allows for too much subjectivity on the part of the investigator. One 
key reason for possibly misjudging the SJC location when digitizing active motion is the 
varying amount of soft-tissue at the shoulder and the inability to accurately track a local bony 
landmark throughout an entire shoulder joint motion. This inability would require an 
observer to arbitrarily digitize the SJC in a continually changing view. Normally this is not a 
problem in digitizing of other joints due to the prominence of bony landmarks and the use of 
reflective markers, but the amount of soft-tissue and lack of bony landmarks around the 
shoulder joint create a difficult situation for digitizing by hand. It can be argued that tracking 
the SJC by hand-digitizing video is inherently arbitrary and highly susceptible to the 
experience and knowledge of the observer. 
If it is supposed that the humeral head does not maintain a central global location, 
then it is possible that the prediction technique developed in this study represents a more 
accurate multi-dimensional trajectory of the humeral head. In order to prove that this is the 
case, some other method that does not assume pin-joint motion in the shoulder, needs to be 
utilized for comparison. 
Contrary to this however, was the finding that the digitized epicondyle-SJC length 
remained fairly constant throughout the abduction/adduction and flexion/extension motions 
while the predicted epicondyle-SJC length decreased as the arm was raised. This finding 
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suggests that the variation in the predicted SJC precludes use of this method. However, since 
the predicted method relies on the assumption of the humerus as a rigid body, and applies 
component predictions as constants throughout the motion, the length between the chosen 
epicondyle and the SJC should remain constant throughout the motion. This is true in three-
dimensional space, since the defined SJC vector is an unchanging value. Therefore, the 
discrepancy must lie in the planar comparison of these two techniques. In 2-D analysis, 
planar measurement is the obvious method. However, holding to this convention in this 
study required a projection of the predicted epicondyle-SJC length onto that plane. It is 
possible that in projecting the coordinate data, true movement of the humeral head was 
misrepresented. 
It was quite possible that the subjects were not able to move their arm singularly in 
one plane. If perspective error was a factor in digitizing the epicondyle markers, then out-of-
plane movement might not have been detected and the digitized epicondyle-SJC lengths 
would appear quite stable, as was the case. This would obviously be contrary to the 
predicted epicondyle-SJC lengths, which would reflect the true out-of-plane motions of the 
arm by showing a shortening of the projected length as the subject reached above their head. 
To determine how much of an effect this would have on the SJC location an error was 
estimated where the epicondyle marker would be either 5 cm closer to, or further away from 
the camera. This amount of error would produce an underestimation of 0.4 cm in the 
epicondyle-SJC length. To estimate a larger degree of out-of-plane motion, the same 
distance error was calculated for an epicondyle position error of 15 cm. This gross position 
error would produce an underestimation of 3 cm in the epicondyle-SJC length. These results 
support the belief that 3-D analysis of the shoulder is preferred over 2-D analysis for a more 
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complete description of shoulder kinematics. With a more reliable endpoint for the upper 
arm, the use of kinetic information in inverse dynamic modeling gains more credibility for 
use in the upper extremity. 
Inaccurate 3-D reconstruction of the humeral markers may have provided an 
additional source or error in SJC prediction. The epicondyle and lateral aspect markers were 
assumed to be fixed on a rigid body thus the distances between markers (inter-marker 
distance), as well as the angles formed between the segments defined by the markers (inter-
marker segment angle), should have remained constant. Distinct differences in inter-marker 
distances (Tables 9 and 10) and inter-marker segment angles (Tables 11 and 12) were 
observed suggesting that measurement error attributable to the 3-D reconstruction, not 
theoretical errors in the prediction model, may have been responsible for inaccurate 
predictions. 
Table 9. Inter-marker distances for flexion trials (m). 
Subj 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Lat. epi. To Lat. aspect 
Mean SD 
0.168 
0.160 
0.178 
0.162 
0.174 
0.141 
0.161 
0.127 
0.107 
0.146 
0.177 
0.005 
0.004 
0.019 
0.005 
0.009 
0.004 
0.001 
0.003 
0.010 
0.004 
0.003 
Bi-epicondylar 
Mean SD 
0.102 0.009 
0.129 0.011 
0.110 0.005 
0.106 0.005 
0.111 0.002 
0.105 0.008 
0.099 0.002 
0.099 0.022 
0.142 0.019 
0.110 0.004 
0.115 0.004 
Med. Bpi to Lat. aspect 
Mean SD 
0.197 0.010 
0.217 0.011 
0.207 0.007 
0.194 0.006 
0.207 0.021 
0.168 0.012 
0.198 0.003 
0.169 0.017 
0.180 0.026 
0.191 0.007 
0.217 0.006 
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Table 10. Inter-marker distances for abduction trials (m). 
Subj 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Lat. epi. To Lat. aspect 
Mean SD 
0.165 0.002 
0.156 0.002 
0.179 0.034 
0.170 0.029 
0.174 0.009 
0.140 0.002 
0.179 0.042 
0.146 0.036 
0.102 0.007 
0.145 0.015 
0.172 0.003 
Bi-epicondylar 
Mean SD 
0.105 0.004 
0.132 0.004 
0.113 0.034 
0.125 0.076 
0.122 0.048 
0.109 0.006 
0.112 0.064 
0.103 0.040 
0.134 0.005 
0.127 0.030 
0.104 0.022 
Med. Bpi to Lat. aspect 
Mean SD 
0.201 0.004 
0.219 0.002 
0.204 0.025 
0.197 0.020 
0.208 0.008 
0.174 0.003 
0.194 0.007 
0.166 0.004 
0.173 0.003 
0.193 0.018 
0.210 0.017 
Table 11. Angle values (deg) between bi-epicondyle and lateral epicondyle-lateral 
aspect vectors (alpha), medial epicondyle-lateral aspect and bi-epicondyle vectors 
(beta), and lateral epicondyle-lateral aspect and medial epicondyle-lateral aspect 
vectors (delta) for flexion trials. 
alpha beta delta 
Subj Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
1 90.1 5.5 58.7 3.6 31.1 3.2 
2 97.0 2.0 47.1 2.8 36.0 1.9 
3 88 . .8 10.0 59.7 11.3 31.5 1.9 
4 90.0 4.2 56.8 2.9 33.3 2.2 
5 90.2 8.9 57.2 5.6 32.5 4.1 
6 84.2 5.3 57.2 4.8 38.6 2.7 
7 96.1 1.6 54.0 1.4 30.0 0.3 
8 95.4 9.8 49.1 7.9 35.5 7.1 
9 92.6 18.7 35.5 8.5 51.9 14.8 
10 95.5 3.1 49.5 2.6 35.0 1.5 
11 93.8 3.2 54.4 2.3 31.8 1.3 
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Table 12. Angle values (deg) between bi-epicondyle and lateral epicondyle-lateral aspect 
vectors (alpha), medial epicondyle-lateral aspect and bi-epicondyle vectors (beta), and 
lateral epicondyle-lateral aspect and medial epicondyle-lateral aspect vectors (delta) for 
abduction trials. 
Subj 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
alpha 
Mean 
93.6 
98.3 
90.3 
86.4 
89.2 
87.4 
87.9 
84.5 
93.5 
91.3 
95.0 
SD 
1.9 
1.9 
23.0 
22.1 
12.7 
2.7 
24.8 
21.7 
3.6 
9.2 
6.0 
Mean 
55.0 
44.9 
57.9 
55.6 
54.9 
53.8 
60.7 
60.0 
36.0 
48.4 
55.9 
beta 
SD 
1.5 
0.8 
17.9 
16.1 
5.8 
1.2 
20.2 
23.3 
2.6 
5.7 
9.1 
Mean 
31.4 
36.7 
31.8 
38.0 
35.9 
38.8 
31.4 
35.5 
50.6 
40.3 
29.1 
delta 
SD 
1.0 
1.4 
12.9 
22.9 
15.9 
2.1 
15.7 
13.3 
2.8 
7.0 
4.8 
Based on these data, subjects 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8 were judged to be unreliable due to 
measurement error and removed from the sample. Statistical comparisons for the excursion 
and centroid data were then re-calculated using only subjects 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12. In 
flexion the difference in resultant excursions was no longer significant, nor was the 
difference in the vertical excursion component. However, the predicted SJC horizontal 
excursion component was significantly greater than the digitized counterpart (p=0.035). The 
differences in standard deviation values for the flexion centroid components were not 
significant although the predicted SJC showed a greater horizontal component deviation and 
a lower vertical component deviation. In abduction, the predicted SJC resultant excursion 
was significantly greater (p=0.032), as was the horizontal excursion component (p=0.001), 
while the vertical excursion component was not significantly greater. The standard deviation 
value for the abduction centroid horizontal component was significantly greater (p=0.001) for 
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the predicted SJC, while the vertical component was significantly lower (p=0.012). The new 
sample showed a closer match between the digitized and predicted SJC coordinates and 
confirmed the ability of the prediction technique in describing the medial component of 
shoulder abduction. 
The method developed in this study located the SJC more proximal than the planar 
digitizing method. The method also produced an SJC trajectory with a more varied global 
path, which may be more representative of true scapulohumeral motion. By applying linear 
prediction equations, the SJC can be more accurately located and tracked, assuming that the 
humerus is a stiff, rigid body. To better validate the prediction method developed in this 
study it will be necessary to make comparisons with a more controlled and reliable 3-D 
method. Whether a "gold standard" optical method currently exists for finding the SJC has 
yet to be determined. 
Use of the current prediction method would be of benefit to clinical gait laboratories 
where time with each patient is limited and the motion analysis systems are optics-based. 
Specifically, it could be used for measuring glenohumeral laxity in a variety of upper 
extremity orientations. It is a time-efficient and non-invasive tool for studying glenohumeral 
dynamics. This study used four cameras for one shoulder. One limitation of the method is 
that it would be necessary to add at least two more cameras to capture the lateral view of the 
opposing side. With further validation of this method, it could be easily applied to a standard 
collection protocol that would include the SJC prediction routine developed in this study. 
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APPENDIX 
VISUAL B.{\.SIC 6.0 REDUCTION.PROGRAM CODE 
Declarations: 
Const numpts = 3 
Const numfr = 5 
Const numbnpts = 4 
Const numfrpts = 45 
Const numcoord = 3 
Const markerrad = 12.7 'reflective marker radius in mm 
Dim infile As String 
D.im subj As String 
Dim trialname As String 
Dim globefile As String 
Dim Genericlnverse As Boolean 
Dim L(numcoord) 
Dim SJC(numcoord) 
Dim Pg(numcoord) 
Dim origin(3) 
Dim vec(3) 
Dim vec1(3) 
Dim vec2(3) 
Dim vec3(3) 
Dim vec4(3) 
Dimdiff(3) 
Dim A(numcoord) 
Dim B(numcoord) 
Dim C(numcoord) 
Dim D(numcoord) 
Dim X(numcoord) 
Dim Y(numcoord) 
Dim Z(numcoord) 
Dim v(numcoord) 
DimQnum.(9) 
Dim angle(9) 
Dim num(9): Dim numl(): Dim num2(): Dim num3(): Dim num4(): Dim num5(): Dim num.6(): Dim num7(): 
Dim num8(): Dim num.9() 
DimR(3, 3) 
DimIR(3, 3) 
Dim T(4, 4) 
DimlT(4, 4) 
DimM(l, 3) 
Dim F1(4), F2(4), F3(4) 
Dim specimen(15) 
Dim age(15) 
DimCL(15) 
DimFL(15) 
Dim TL(15) 
DimHW(15) 
DimBB(15) 
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Dim Medepi(15), Latepi(15), Post0lec(15), ILL(15), ILR(15) 
Dim Vcomp(15, 3) 
Dim diffA(5) 
Dim diffD(5) 
Dim d3(1000) 
DimnewL(3) 
Dim vivSJC(3) 
Dim globeSJC(3) 
Dim glbSJC(15, 3, 1000) 
Dim vivPt(3, 3, 1000) 
Dim pt(numfrpts, numcoord) 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
Drivel = "a:" 
DimP(4, 3) 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdBonePred_Click(Index As Integer) 
bonepred =Path+ "4 bones.txt" 
Open bonepred For Input As #2 
Fori= fTo4 
Input #2, specimen(i), gend, age(i), Eth, Ht, UA, EB, WB, CL(i), FL(i), TL(i), LLL, HW(i), HL, BB(i) 
Nexti 
Close#2 
Call Regression(CL(), age(), TL(), HW(), BB(), FL(), Vcomp()) 
boneout =Path+ "bone predict" + ".vet" 
Open boneout For Output As #3 
Fori= 1 To4 
Print #3, using; specimen(i), Format(Vcomp(i, 1), out$), Format(Vcomp(i, 2), out$), Format(Vcomp(i, 3), 
out$) · 
Nexti 
Close#3 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdPred_Click() 
.anthrofile = "anthro" + ". txt" 
SSfile = "SS" + ".txt" 
Open anthrofile For Input As #2 
Open SSfile For Input As #3 
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For i = 1 To 11 'Number of subjects 
Input#2, subject, gend, age(i), Ht, UA, EB, WB, CL(i), FL(i), TL(i), LLL, HW(i), HL, BB(i) 
CL(i) = CL(i) * 10 
FL(i) = FL(i) * 10 
TL(i) = TL(i) * 10 
HW(i) = HW(i) 
BB(i) = BB(i) * 10 
Input #3, subject, InfOlec, AC, Medepi(i), Latepi(i), UlnSty, RadSty, PostOlec(i), ILL(i), ILR(i) 
'make adjustments to measurements 
BB(i) = BB(i) - ILL(i) - ILR(i) 
FL(i) = FL(i) - PostOlec(i) 
Nexti 
Close#3 
Close#2 
Call Regression(CL(), age(), TL(), HW(), BB(), FL(), Vcomp()) 
out$ = "##0.0000" 
liveout = Path + "live predict" + ". vet" 
End Sub 
Public Sub Regression(CL(), age(), TL(), HW(), BB(), FL(), Vcomp()) 
~***************************************************************** 
These are the three prediction equations for the vector components 
'****************************************************************** 
'Example prediction equation giving variable typenames 
' Vcomp() =intercept()+ (varl() * betal()) + (var2() * beta2()) + (var3() * beta3()) + (var4() * beta4()) 
Fori = 1 To 11 
Vcomp(i, 1) = (-109.516 + (CL(i) * 0.59)) X component 
Vcomp(i, 2) = (-187.62 + (age(i) * -0.27) + (TL(i) * 0.568) + (HW(i) * 1.254) + (BB(i) * 0.278)) 'Y 
component 
Vcomp(i, 3) = (20.109 + (FL(i) * -0.47) + (TL(i) * 0.275)) Z component 
Nexti 
End Sub 
Private Sub optDyn_ Click() 
optStatic = False 
optDyn = True 
pctCalcoord.Visible = True 
lblCalframe.Visible = True 
Call Anthropo 
End Sub 
Private Sub optStatic_ Click() 
optDyn = False 
optStatic = True 
pctCalcoord.Visible = False 
lblCalframe.Visible = False 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdGo_Click() 
Forml .MousePointer = 11 
cmdGo.Caption = "GO" 
If Drivel= "a:" Then 
Path= Drivel + "\" 
ElselfDrivel = "c:" Then 
Path = Dirl + "\" 
End If 
subj= txtSubj.Text 
trialname = txtfile.Text 
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infile =Path+ "s" +subj+ trialname + ".xyz" 
outfile = "c:\Thesis\results\" -i- "SJCcoords" + ".xyz" 
If optStatic = True Then 
globefile =Path+ "real.txt" 
Call globalaxes(X(), Y(), Z()) 
Call localaxes(A(), B(), C(), Pg()) 
Call anglecalc( angle()) 
Fl(l) = 1 
F1(2) = 0 
F1(3) = 0 
Call Transform(angle(), Fl(), F2(), TO) 
Genericlnverse = True 
Call inversetransform(R(), F2(), F3()) 
Print "inver": Print Format(F3(1), "#0.00"), Format(F3(2), "#0.00"), Format(F3(3), "#0.00"), F3(4) 
Genericlnverse = False 
out$ = "##0.0000" 
Print: Print: Print "Pg (x)", "Pg (y)", "Pg (z)" 
Print Format(Pg(l), out$), Format(Pg(2), out$), Format(Pg(3), out$) 
Call inversetransform(R(), Pg(), SJC()) 
Print: Print "SJC (x)", "SJC (y)", "SJC (z)" 
Print Format(SJC(l), out$), Format(SJC(2), out$), Format(SJC(3), out$) 
Open outfile For Append As #2 
Print #2, using; "s" + subj, trialname, Format(SJC(l), out$), Format(SJC(2), out$), Format(SJC(3), out$) 
Close#2 
Elself optDyn = True Then 
globefile =Path+ "realdyn.txt" 
Call Dynamic 
End If 
End Sub 
Public Sub globalaxes(X(), Y(), Z()) 
Open globefile For Input As #12 
For i = 1 To numfrpts 
For J = 1 To nmncoord 
Input #12, pt(i, J) 
NextJ 
Nexti 
Close#12 
For i = 1 To 3 
origin(i) = pt(5, i) 
Nexti ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
'Set all points in reference to global origin (pt #5) ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
For i = 1 To numfrpts 
For J = 1 To numcoord 
pt(i, J) = pt(i, J) - origin(J) 
NextJ 
Nexti 
'calculate unit vector x 
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vec(l) = pt(l5, 1): vec(2) = pt(15, 2): vec(3) = pt(15, 3) 
Call MultVectScale(vec(), 1 / Mag(vec()), XO) 
'calculate unit vector V 
vec(l) = pt(35, 1): vec(2) = pt(35, 2): vec(3) = pt(35, 3) 
Call MultVectScale(vec(), 1 / Mag(vec()), v()) 
'Cross product of X and V 
Call Cross(X(), v(), Z()) 
' Cross product of Z and X 
Call Cross(Z(), X(), YO) 
'So, X,Y,and Z are the orthogonal 
' axes of the global system. 
Print Format(X(l), "#0.00 "); Format(X(2), "#0.00 "); Format(X(3), "#0.00 ") 
Print Format(Y(l), "#0.00 "); Format(Y(2), "#0.00 "); Format(Y(3), "#0.00 ") 
Print Format(Z(l), "#0.00 "); Format(Z(2), "#0.00 "); Format(Z(3), "#0.00 ") 
End Sub 
Public Sub localaxes(A(), B(), C(), Pg()) 
ReDim P(4, 3) 
Open infile For Input As #1 
Print "X", "Y", "Z" 
For i = 1 To numbnpts 
Input #1, P(i, 1), P(i, 2), P(i, 3) 
P(i, 1) = P(i, 1) - origin(l) 
P(i, 2) = P(i, 2) - origin(2) 
P(i, 3) = P(i, 3) - origin(3) 
Print P(i, 1), P(i, 2), P(i, 3) 
Nexti 
Close #1 
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'******************************************************** 
' L()is the vector describing location of local system 
' origin within the global system (point #2 on the bone) 
~******************************************************* 
L(l) = P(2, 1) 
L(2) = P(2, 2) 
L(3) = P(2, 3) 
'calculate unit vector A 
vecl(l) = P(l, 1): vec1(2) = P(l, 2): vec1(3) = P(l, 3) 
vec2(1) = P(2, 1): vec2(2) = P(2, 2): vec2(3) = P(2, 3) 
Call Difference(vec2(), vecl(), diff()) 
Call MultVectScale(diff(), 1 / Mag(diff()), AO) 
'calculate unit vector D 
vec3(1) = P(2, 1): vec3(2) = P(2, 2): vec3(3) = P(2, 3) 
vec4(1) = P(3, 1): vec4(2) = P(3, 2): vec4(3) = P(3, 3) · 
Call Difference(vec4(), vec3(), diff()) 
Call MultVectScale(diff(), 1 / Mag(diff()), DO) 
Call Cross(A(), D(), CO) 
Call Cross(C(), A(), BO) 
'So, A,B,and Care the orthogonal 
'axes of the local system. 
Print: Print 
Print Format(A(l), "#0.00 "); Format(A(2), "#0.00 "); Format(A(3), "#0.00 ") 
Print Format(B(l), "#0.00 "); Format(B(2), "#0.00 "); Format(B(3), "#0.00 ") 
Print Format(C(l), "#0.00 "); Format(C(2), "#0.00 "); Format(C(3), "#0.00 ") 
~********************************************** 
'Point coordinates in global system 
'*********************************************** 
Pg(l) = P(4, 1) 
Pg(2) = P(4, 2) 
Pg(3) = P(4, 3) 
End Sub 
Public Sub Dynamic() 
typ = txtfile.Text 
tr = txtTrial. Text 
Path= "a:\" 
dyninfile =Path+ "s" +subj+ typ + "t" +tr+ ".3fd" 
dynoutfile = "c:\Thesis\results\" + "s" +subj+ typ + "t" +tr+ "dyn" + ".vet" 
"************************************************ 
The global axes stay the same throughout motion 
~*********************************************** 
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Call Dynglobalaxes(X(), Y(), Z()) 
"*********************************.************** 
The three bone points (P) are input and frame # counted 
'************************************************ 
ReDim P(500, 3, 3) 
Open dyninfile For Input As #54 
f= 0 
Do While Not EOF(54) 
f = f + 1 Main counter 
For i = 1 To 3 
Input #54, vivPt(i, 1, f), vivPt(i, 2, f), vivPt(i, 3, f), dummy 
vivPt(i, 1, f) = vivPt(i, 1, f) * 1000 
vivPt(i, 2, f) = vivPt(i, 2, f), * 1000 
vivPt(i, 3, f) = vivPt(i, 3, f) * 1000 
Nexti 
Loop 
Close#54 
numdynfr= f 
~*********************************************** 
Loops through for each frame 
~*********************************************** 
For f = 1 To numdynfr 
Call Dynlocalaxes(f, vivPt(), A(), B(), C(), diffA()) 
Call anglecalc( angle()) 
Call SetupRotate(angle(), RO) 
If subj >= 8 Then 
shift = subj - 1 
markadjust = Latepi(shift) + markerrad 
Else 
markadjust = Latepi(subj) + markerrad 
End If 
newL(l) = vivPt(2, 1, f) + (markadjust * R(l, 1)) 
newL(2) = vivPt(2, 2, f) + (markadjust * R(l, 2)) 
newL(3) = vivPt(2, 3, f) + (markadjust * R(l, 3)) 
Fl(l) = 1 
F1(2) = 0 
F1(3) = 0 
Call Transform(angle(), Fl(), F2(), RO) 
Dim endshift(3) 
endshift(l) = diffA(l) - (markadjust * R(l, 1)) 
endshift(2) = diffA(2) - (markadjust * R(l, 2)) 
endshift(3) = diffA(3) - (markadjust * R(l, 3)) 
'********************************************************* 
out$ = "##0.0000" 
Print "Rotation Matrix": Print Format(R(l, 1), out$), Format(R(l, 2), out$), Format(R(l, 3), out$) 
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Print Format(R(2, 1), out$), Format(R(2, 2), out$), Format(R(2, 3), out$) 
Print Format(R(3, 1), out$), Format(R(3, 2), out$), Format(R(3, 3), out$) 
Print 
Dim vivoSJC(ll, 3, 1000) 
If subj >= 8 Then 
vivSJC(l) = Vcomp(shift, 1) 
vivSJC(2) = Vcomp(shift, 2) 
vivSJC(3) = Vcomp(shift, 3) 
Else 
vivSJC(l) = Vcomp(subj, 1) 
vivSJC(2) = Vcomp(subj, 2) 
vivSJC(3) = Vcomp(subj, 3) 
End If 
Call Transform(angle(), vivSJC(), globeSJC(), TO) 
glbSJC(subj, 1, f) = globeSJC(l) + (d3(f) * R(l, 1)) 
glbSJC(subj, 2, f) = globeSJC(2) + (d3(f) * R(l, 2)) 
glbSJC(subj, 3, f) = globeSJC(3) + (d3(f) * R(l, 3)) 
Iff= 1 Then 
Print: Print "SJC (x)", "SJC (y)", "SJC (z)" 
Print Format(glbSJC(subj, 1, f), out$), Format(glbSJC(subj, 2, f), out$), Format(glbSJC(subj, 3, f), out$) 
End If 
Nextf 
Open dynoutfile For Output As #4 
Forf= 1 To numdynfr 
Print #4, using; Format(glbSJC(subj, 1, f), out$), Format(glbSJC(subj, 2, f), out$), Format(glbSJC(subj, 3, f), 
out$) 
Nextf 
Close #4 
cmdGo.Caption = "NEXT ... " 
Forml .MousePointer = 0 
txtTrial.Text =tr+ 1 
If typ = "fro" Then 
Iftr = 5 Then 
txtfile.Text = "rot" 
txtTrial. Text = 1 
End If 
Elself typ = "rot" Then 
Iftr = 5 Then 
txtfile.Text = "sag" 
txtTrial.Text = 1 
End If 
Elself typ = "sag" Then 
Iftr = 5 Then 
txtfile.Text = "fro" 
txtTrial.Text = 1 
txtSubj.Text =subj+ 1 
End If 
End If 
End Sub 
Public Sub Dynglobalaxes(X(), Y(), Z()) 
pt(l, 1) = txtptlX(l).Text 
pt(l, 2) = txtptl Y(l).Text 
pt(l, 3) = txtptlZ(0).Text 
pt(2, 1) = txtpt2X(l).Text 
pt(2, 2) = txtpt2Y(0).Text 
pt(2, 3) = txtpt2Z(0).Text 
pt(3, 1) = txtpt3X(0).Text 
pt(3, 2) = txtpt3Y(0).Text 
pt(3, 3) = txtpt3Z(0).Text 
pt(4, 1) = txtpt4X(l).Text 
pt(4, 2) = txtpt4Y(0).Text 
pt(4, 3) = txtpt4Z(0).Text 
origin(l) = pt(3, 1) 
origin(2) = pt(3, 2) 
origin(3) = pt(3, 3) 
~*********************************** 
Where pt3 is the origin (0,0,0) 
lox 
I Peak's Calibration Square 
I z 
2o I 
I/ y 
30/----04 
~*********************************** 
'calculate unit vector x 
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vecl(l) = pt(l, 1): vecl(2) = pt(l, 2): vecl(3) = pt(l, 3) 
vec2(1) = pt(3, 1): vec2(2) = pt:(3, 2): vec2(3) = pt(3, 3) 
Call Difference(vec2(), vecl(), diff()) 
Call MultVectScale(diff(), 1 / Mag(diff()), XO) 
'calculate unit vector y 
vecl(l) = pt(4, 1): vecl(2) = pt(4, 2): vecl(3) = pt(4, 3) 
vec2(1) = pt(3, 1): vec2(2) = pt(3, 2): vec2(3) = pt(3, 3) 
Call Difference(vec2(), vecl(), diff()) 
Call MultVectScale(diff(), l / Mag(diff()), YO) 
'Cross product of X and Y 
Call Cross(X(), Y(), Z()) 
'So, X,Y,and Z are the orthogonal 
' axes of the global system. 
Print "Global axes" 
Print Format(X(l), "#0.00 ");_Format(X(2), "#0.00 "); Format(X(3), "#0.00 ") 
Print Format(Y(l), "#0.00 "); Format(Y(2), "#0.00 "); Format(Y(3), "#0.00 ") 
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Print Fonnat(Z(l), "#0.00 "); Format(Z(2), "#0.00 "); Format(Z(3), "#0.00 ") 
End Sub 
Public Sub Dynlocalaxes(f, vivPt(), A(), B(), C(), diffA()) 
~******************************************************* 
' L()is the vector describing location of local system 
' origin within the global systeni (point #2 on the ARM) 
' Double check order of markers on arm ... 
'******************************************************** 
L(l) = vivPt(2, 1, f) 
L(2) = vivPt(2, 2, f) 
L(3) = vivPt(2, 3, f) 
'calculate unit vector A 
vecl(l) = vivPt(l, 1, f): vec1(2) = vivPt(l, 2, f): vecl(3) = vivPt(l, 3, f) 
vec2(1) = vivPt(2, 1, f): vec2(2) = vivPt(2, 2, f): vec2(3) = vivPt(2, 3, f) 
Call Difference(vec2(), vecl(), diffA()) 
Call MultVectScale(diffA(), 1 / Mag(diffA()), AO) 
'calculate unit vector D 
vec3(1) = vivPt(2, 1, f): vec3(2) = vivPt(2, 2, f): vec3(3) = vivPt(2, 3, f) 
vec4(1) = vivPt(3, 1, f): vec4(2) = vivPt(3, 2, f): vec4(3) = vivPt(3, 3, f) 
Call Difference(vec4(), vec3(), diffD()) 
Call MultVectScale(diffD(), 1 / Mag(diffD()), DO) 
Call Cross(A(), D(), CO) 
Call Cross(C(), A(), BO) 
Print "local axes": Print A(l), B(l), C(l): Print A(2), B(2), C(2): Print A(3), B(3), C(3) 
'So, A,B,and Care the orthogonal 
' axes of the local system. 
Print: Print 
End Sub 
Public Sub Transform(angle(), Fl(), F2(), R()) 
Call SetupRotate(angle(), RO) 
Call Rotate(Fl(), F2(), RO) 
IfF2( 1) > 0 Then 
F2(1) = -F2(1) 
End If 
If F2(2) < 0 Then 
F2(2) = -F2(2) 
End If 
Call translate(F2(), newL()) 
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Print 
Print "orig" 
Print Format(Fl(l), "#0.00"), Format(F1(2), "#0.00"), Format(F1(3), "#0.00") 
Print "trans" 
Print Format(F2(1), "#0.00"), Format(F2(2), "#0.00"), Format(F2(3), "#0.00") 
End Sub 
Public Sub inversetransform(Mat(), oldp(), newp()) 
If Genericlnverse = True Then 
L(l) = -L(l) 
L(2) = -L(2) 
L(3) = -L(3) 
End If 
Call translate(oldp(), LO) 
Call Inverserotate(R(), IR(), oldp(), newp()) 
End Sub 
Public Sub anglecalc(angle()) 
angle(l) = Arcosine(Dot(X(), AO)) 
angle(2) = Arcosine(Dot(X(), BO)) 
angle(3) = Arcosine(Dot(X(), CO)) 
angle(4) = Arcosine(Dot(Y(), AO)) 
angle(S) = Arcosine(Dot(Y(), BO)) 
angle(6) = Arcosine(Dot(Y(), CO)) 
angle(7) = Arcosine(Dot(Z(), AO)) 
angle(8) = Arcosine(Dot(Z(), BO)) 
angle(9) = Arcosine(Dot(Z(), CO)) 
~*********************** 
"X,Y,Z = Global axes 
'"A,B,C = Local axes 
~*********************** 
End Sub 
Public Function Mag(W()) 
Mag= Sqr(W(l) A 2 + W(2) A 2 + W(3) A 2) 
End Function 
Public Sub Cross(vecx(), vecy(), vecz()) 
vecz(l) = (vecx(2) * vecy(3)) - (vecx(3) * vecy(2)) 
vecz(2) = (vecx(3) * vecy(l)) - (vecx(l) * vecy(3)) 
vecz(3) = (vecx(l) * vecy(2)) - (vecx(2) * vecy(l)) 
End Sub 
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Public Sub MultVectScale(VectorB(), Scalar, VectorA()) 
'This routine mutlipies a scalar and a vector. 
VectorA(l) = VectorB(l) * Scalar 
VectorA(2) = VectorB(2) * Scalar 
VectorA(3) = VectorB(3) * Scalar 
End Sub 
Public Sub Difference(VectorA(), VectorB(), Vector3D()) 
' This routine subtracts Vector B from Vector A. 
Vector3D(l) = VectorA(l) - VectorB(l) 
Vector3D(2) = VectorA(2) - VectorB(2) 
Vector3D(3) = VectorA(3) - VectorB(3) 
End Sub 
Public Function Dot(VectorA(), VectorB()) 
Dot= (VectorA(l) * VectorB(l) + VectorA(2) * VectorB(2) + VectorA(3) * VectorB(3)) 
End Function 
Public Sub Arcos(num(), value()) 
For i = 1 To 9 
value(i) = Atn(-num(i) / Sqr(-num(i) * num(i) + 1)) + 2 * Atn(l) 
Nexti 
End Sub 
Sub ConstMultiplyMat(Mat(), Constant) 
'This routine multiplies a constagt times a matrix. 
For i = 1 To 3 
For J = 1 To 3 
Mat(i, J) = Mat(i, J) * Constant 
NextJ 
Nexti 
End Sub 
Function Det(Mat()) 
This function calculates the determinant of a 3 x 3 matrix. 
dl = (Mat(l, 1) * Mat(2, 2) * Mat(3, 3)) - (Mat(l, 2) * Mat(2, 1) * Mat(3, 3)) 
d2 = (Mat(l, 2) * Mat(2, 3) * Mat(3, 1)) - (Mat(l, 1) * Mat(2, 3) * Mat(3, 2)) 
d3 = (Mat(l, 3) * Mat(2, 1) * Mat(3, 2)) - (Mat(l, 3) * Mat(2, 2) * Mat(3, 1)) 
Det = dl + d2 + d3 
Print "Det'': Print Det 
End Function 
Sub Invert(matrix(), Matrixlnv()) 
'This routine inverts a 3 x 3 matrix. 
DetO:fMatrix = Det(matrix()) 
If DetOfMatrix = 0 Then 
Print: Print "ERROR inverting matrix - determinant= O." 
Else 
Call Adjoint(matrix(), Matrixlnv()) 
RecDetO:fMatrix = 1 / DetO:fMatrix 
Call ConstMultiplyMat(Matrixlnv(), RecDetOfMatrix) 
End If 
End Sub 
Sub Transpose(Mat(), Transp()) 
'This routine transposes a 3 x 3 matrix. 
For i = 1 To 3 
For J = 1 To 3 
Transp(i, J) = Mat(J, i) 
NextJ 
Nexti 
End Sub 
Public Function Arcosine( q) 
PiDiv2 = 1.5707963267949 
If (Abs(q) >= 1#) Then 
q = Sgn(q) * PiDiv2 
Else 
q = Atn(q / Sqr(l# - q A 2)) 
End If 
Arcosine = PiDiv2 - q 
End Function 
Public Sub Trans(oldMat(), T(), newMat()) 
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newMat(l) = oldMat(l) * T(l, 1) + oldMat(l) * T(l, 2) + oldMat(l) * T(l, 3) + oldMat(l) * T(l, 4) 
newMat(2) = oldMat(2) * T(2, 1) + oldMat(2) * T(2, 2) + oldMat(2) * T(2, 3) + oldMat(2) * T(2, 4) 
newMat(3) = oldMat(3) * T(3, 1) + oldMat(3) * T(3, 2) + oldMat(3) * T(3, 3) + oldMat(3) * T(3, 4) 
newMat(4) = oldMat(4) * T(4, 1) + oldMat(4) * T(4, 2) + oldMat(4) * T(4, 3) + oldMat(4) * T(4, 4) 
End Sub 
Public Sub Rotate(op(), np(), R()) 
np(l) = op(l) * R(l, 1) + op(2) * R(2, 1) + op(3) * R(3, 1) 
np(2) = op(l) * R(l, 2) + op(2) * R(2, 2) + op(3) * R(3, 2) 
np(3) = op(l) * R(l, 3) + op(2) * R(2, 3) + op(3) * R(3, 3) 
End Sub 
Public Sub translate(Mat(), Vect()) 
Mat(l) = Mat(l) + Vect(l) 
Mat(2) = Mat(2) + Vect(2) 
Mat(3) = Mat(3) + Vect(3) 
End Sub 
Public Sub Inverserotate(R(), IR(), oldp(), newp()) 
Call Transpose(R(), IR()) 
Call Rotate(oldp(), newp(), IR()) 
End Sub 
Public Sub Switchsign(Vect()) 
Vect(l) = -Vect(l) 
Vect(2) = -Vect(2) 
Vect(3) = -Vect(3) 
End Sub 
Public Sub SetupRotate(angle(), RO) 
R(l, 1) = Cos(angle(l)) 
R(l, 2) = Cos(angle(4)) 
R(l, 3) = Cos(angle(7)) 
R(2, 1) = Cos(angle(2)) 
R(2, 2) = Cos(angle(5)) 
R(2, 3) = Cos(angle(8)) • 
R(3, 1) = Cos(angle(3)) 
R(3, 2) = Cos(angle(6)) 
R(3, 3) = Cos(angle(9)) 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdquit_ Click() 
End 
End Sub 
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